
Cultivate Growth. Succeed by Design.

WHO WE ARE 

GDI Infotech is a successful and reputable Talent Matchmaking Company focused on

talent for all aspects of the software development life cycle. We use our unique 360° View

Methodology to avoid false starts and help our clients maintain their growth. Since our

founding in 1993, GDI has had a track record of building solutions that stick. When our

clients struggled with the adoption of enterprise applications, we built them a more user-

friendly software. When our clients battled with limited budgets, we gave them cost-

effective alternatives. And when our clients wanted talent to meet their tech needs, we

built successful teams. We have found our success by developing deeper relationships

with our clients over the past three decades. With a 360° view of clients' needs, we are

able to help them grow by putting the right people in the right seats.  

WHAT WE OFFER

We are Talent Matchmakers with a deep understanding of the entire software development lifecycle. We

invest time to understand the needs and aspirations of companies and take a holistic, 360° view of

requirements. This allows us to ensure that our clients consistently have the right people in the right seat. We

help our clients avoid false starts so that they can focus on growing their businesses at a desired pace. 

We believe that companies are only as strong as the people who work for them. And that's why we pair our

clients with a top notch talent to help them move their companies forward.

AWARDS

Arbor Award for Best HR Practices

Arbor Consulting Group and Eastern

Michigan University’s Master of Science of

HR/OD Program presented GDI the Arbor

Award of Excellence for Best Practices in

Human Resources and for maintaining high

employee retention.

Inc. 500 & Inc 5000

GDI Infotech has been awarded the Inc. 500

and Inc. 5000 awards five times! This award

identifies GDI as a member of an elite group

of companies nationally recognized for

growth, excellence and success.

Future 50 Award

GDI won the Future 50 of Greater Detroit

award five times. The award recognizes

GDI’s “outstanding contribution to

Metropolitan Detroit through sales and

employment growth.”

   

http://www.gdii.com
https://www.facebook.com/GDIInfotech
https://twitter.com/GDI_Infotech
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gdi-infotech
https://www.instagram.com/gdiinfotech/?hl=en
https://www.gdii.com

